Motion regarding format of meetings

In line with the CBC motion for sustainability adopted by INCOSAI 2022, the CBC secretariat proposes to rationalise travelling further by:

- Alternating between in-person and on-line annual meetings every other year.
- Alternating between in-person annual meetings and in-person INTOSAI-Regions Coordination Platform (IRCP) meetings every other year (organized in cooperation with IDI, with alternating hosts between CBC and IDI).

This motion is aimed at settling the principles of the format and frequency of the main CBC meetings. The steering committee may decide to deviate from the principles and these meetings can be supplemented by others based on justifiable needs.

The plan ahead would look as follows:

2024  On-line CBC meeting, in-person IRCP meeting
2025  In-person CBC meeting
2026  On-line CBC meeting, in-person IRCP meeting